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(57) A system for assisting the creation of an elec-
tronic report assists the creation of electronic report data
files and holds plural report templates. An appropriate
template is selected from the plural report templates ac-
cording to the inspection purpose. At an arbitrary time

during an inspection, plural bookmarked data files are
produced. Each bookmarked data file contains informa-
tion identifying inspection data of interest. After the in-
spection, inspection data of interest is automatically iden-
tified by the bookmarked data files. The inspection data
is automatically attached to the report template.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a system for
assisting the creation of electronic reports to assist the
creation of electronic reports performed during diagnosis
or after treatment (hereinafter collectively referred to as
inspection), assistance of the creation of the electronic
reports, and program for assisting the creation of the elec-
tronic reports.

Background Art

[0002] Typical flow of an inspection is as follows. First,
a request for an inspection is issued from the doctor in
charge of a patient to the doctor and technologist in
charge of the inspection. This request for the inspection
includes the purpose of the inspection such as cardioan-
giography (CAG). At least one kind of inspection (tech-
nique) necessary to achieve the inspection purpose is
determined by the doctor in charge of the patient, doctor
in charge of the inspection, and technologist in charge
of the inspection. For example, if the inspection purpose
is an inspection for angina pectoris, four kinds of inspec-
tions (i.e., right coronary angiography, left coronary an-
giography, measurement of the pressures inside the ven-
tricles of the heart, and analytical inspection of the func-
tions of the left ventricle) are determined together with
the order in which the four inspections are performed.
[0003] If the inspections are determined, devices such
as catheters and drugs such as nitro used in the inspec-
tions are listed up. According to this, the devices and
drugs are prepared in advance by nurses. After comple-
tion of the preparations, the inspections are actually start-
ed.
[0004] Actually, in the inspections, the plurality of in-
spections determined in advance are carried out accord-
ing to the predetermined order. The period of each in-
spection is customarily called a "scene".
[0005] Attending to each inspection are the doctor in
charge of the inspection, nurses supporting the doctor in
charge of the inspection, a medical technologist mainly
in charge of operations of the inspection apparatus such
as a cardiovascular X-ray diagnostic system, and a re-
cording person. As the inspection progresses, the record-
ing person makes recordings of actions actually taken
by the doctor in charge of the inspection and nurses. The
contents of the recordings cover a wide range of items,
for example, including the kind of the used catheter, the
time at which the catheter was inserted into the patient,
the state of the insertion, the kinds of drugs administered
into the patient by nurses, their doses, the times at which
the administrations were performed, the starting and end-
ing times of the scenes, the time at which the contrast
medium flowed into the region of interest, the frame
number of image at this time, the time at which the con-
trast medium flowed out of the region of interest, and the

frame number of image at this time.
[0006] Reports including inspection report, consuma-
ble report, and findings report are created after the in-
spections by the doctors in charge of the inspections and
doctor in charge of the patient by referring to the record-
ings.
[0007] One of the most laborious and time-consuming
tasks of the series of inspections described above is a
work for creating reports, especially inspection reports.
The main purpose of inspection report is to provide a list
of images of interest and waveforms of interest selected
from image data files and physiological phenomenon da-
ta files produced during the inspections.
[0008] For instance, images successively taken from
the start to end of a scan process (referred to as the scan
time) are recorded as one image data file. Usually, about
20 scans are taken in one inspection. One scan time is
about 2 to 3 seconds. Therefore, about 20 image data
files each having a length of about 2 to 3 seconds are
produced in one inspection.
[0009] For example, if it is assumed that scans are
made at a rate of 30 frames/sec, each image data file
contains from 60 to 90 frames. The 20 image data files
have as many as 1200 to 1800 frames in total.
[0010] The work for selecting images of interest out of
such an exorbitant number of frames is not easy to per-
form.
[0011] In practice, the doctor in charge of the inspec-
tion memorizes a rough time when an image of interest
occurred or makes a note. Furthermore, the recording
person is making a record in accordance with an instruc-
tion of the doctor in charge of the inspection. Therefore,
images around that time are played back and a selection
is made from them. Although it is not necessary to repro-
duce all the image data files, it is not unavoidable that
very much labor and long time be required.
[0012] These similarly take place when waveforms of
interest are selected from vital sign data files of inside
pressures, electrocardiograms, etc.

Disclosure of Invention

[0013] It is an object of the present invention to improve
the efficiency of the creation of an electronic report.
[0014] A system for assisting creation of an electronic
report in accordance with the invention is constructed to
assist the creation of an electronic report data file about
at least one inspection data file of interest or a part thereof
included in a plurality of inspection data files produced
by inspections using a medical imaging diagnostic sys-
tem or medical measuring instrument. A certain report
template data file complying with the inspection purpose
is selected from a plurality of report template data files
containing layout information in the inspection data files.
At least one bookmarked data file containing information
identifying the inspection data file of interest or part there-
of is produced during the inspection. After the inspection,
the inspection data file of interest or part thereof is se-
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lectively taken in from the plural inspection data files
based on the bookmarked data files. The inspection data
file of interest or part thereof is attached to the electronic
report data file as a reference file based on the layout
information in the certain report template data file. The
produced electronic report data file is output or stored
together with the reference file.
[0015] In a first aspect, the present invention provides
a system for assisting creation of an electronic report,
the system being designed to assist creation of an elec-
tronic report data file about at least one inspection data
file of interest or a part thereof, the inspection data file
being contained in plural inspection data files produced
by an inspection using a medical imaging diagnosing sys-
tem or medical measuring instrument, said system for
assisting creation comprising:

report template selection means for selecting a cer-
tain report template data file complying with an in-
spection purpose from plural report template data
files containing layout information in said inspection
data file;
bookmarked data file creation means for producing
at least one bookmarked data file containing infor-
mation identifying said inspection data file of interest
or part thereof during said inspection;
inspection data file-accepting means for selectively
taking in said inspection data file of interest or part
thereof from said plural inspection data files based
on said bookmarked data file;
electronic report data file-generating means for gen-
erating said electronic report data file using said in-
spection data file of interest or part thereof as a ref-
erence file, based on the layout information in said
certain report template; and
means for outputting or storing said generated elec-
tronic report data file together with said reference file.

[0016] In an embodiment said electronic report data
file is an HTML file or a file in a similar format.
[0017] In an embodiment said bookmarked data file-
generating means has a microphone for converting ut-
tered speech in accordance with given rules into a speech
signal, a speech recognition portion for converting said
speech signal into text string data, and a bookmarked
data file-creating portion for creating said bookmarked
data file based on said text string data, wherein said text
string data may contain the type of said inspection data
file of interest and frame numbers of images and said
bookmarked data file-generating means may have
means for gaining data about said frame numbers of im-
ages from said medical imaging disposing system or
medical measuring instrument.
[0018] In an embodiment said bookmarked data file
contains information identifying said inspection data file
of interest, an identification code for said inspection, date
and time at which said bookmarked data file was pro-
duced, and type of said inspection data file of interest.

[0019] In an embodiment said report template data file
contains text files about said inspection and a patient
undergoing said inspection and layout information about
the text files, together with the layout information in said
inspection data file.
[0020] In an embodiment said electronic report data
file-generating means has data-processing means for
converting said inspection data file of interest into said
reference file based on said layout information.
[0021] In an embodiment said electronic report data
file-generating means has editing means for editing said
electronic report data file.
[0022] In an embodiment said bookmarked data file-
generating means produces type-specific bookmarked
data files about drugs or devices used during said in-
spection besides type-specific bookmarked data files
about said inspection data files, wherein said type-spe-
cific bookmarked data files about drugs or devices may
contain data about names of said drugs or devices, date
and time of use, and their amounts of use and wherein
said electronic report data file-generating means may
produce report data files of use history of said drugs or
devices based on said type-specific bookmarked data
files about drugs or devices.
[0023] In an embodiment the system further includes
a barcode reader for reading barcodes printed on said
drugs or devices.
[0024] In a second aspect, the present invention pro-
vides a method of assisting creation of an electronic re-
port data file about at least one inspection data file of
interest or a part thereof by the use of a computer, the
inspection data file being contained in plural inspection
data files produced by an inspection using a medical im-
aging diagnosing system or medical measuring instru-
ment, said method comprising the steps of:

selecting a certain report template data file comply-
ing with an inspection purpose from plural report tem-
plate data files containing layout information in said
inspection data file;
producing at least one bookmarked data file contain-
ing information identifying said inspection data file
of interest or part thereof during said inspection;
selectively taking in said inspection data file of inter-
est or part thereof from said plural inspection data
files based on said bookmarked data file;
producing said electronic report data file using said
inspection data file of interest or part thereof as a
reference file based on layout information in said cer-
tain report template data file; and
outputting or storing said produced electronic report
data file together with said reference file.

[0025] In an embodiment said step of producing said
bookmarked data file includes the substeps of converting
a speech signal entered via a microphone into text string
data and creating said bookmarked data file based on
said text string data,
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[0026] In an embodiment said step of producing said
bookmarked data file includes the substeps of gaining
information identifying said inspection data file of interest
or part thereof from said medical imaging diagnosing sys-
tem or medical measuring instrument.
[0027] In a third aspect, the present invention provides
a program for assisting creation of an electronic report
by operating a computer to assist creation of an electronic
report data file about at least one inspection data file of
interest or a part thereof, the inspection data file being
contained in plural inspection data files produced by an
inspection using a medical imaging diagnosing system
or medical measuring instrument such that the computer
acts as:

means for selecting a certain report template data
file complying with an inspection purpose from plural
report template data files containing layout informa-
tion in said inspection data file;
means for producing at least one bookmarked data
file containing information identifying said inspection
data file of interest or part thereof during said inspec-
tion;
means for selectively taking in said inspection data
file of interest or part thereof from said plural inspec-
tion data files based on said bookmarked data file;
means for producing said electronic report data file
using said inspection data file of interest or part there-
of as a reference file based on layout information in
said certain report template data file; and
outputting or storing said produced electronic report
data file together with said reference file.

[0028] In an embodiment said means for producing the
bookmarked data file includes means for converting a
speech signal entered via a microphone into text string
data and means for creating said bookmarked data file
based on said text string data.
[0029] In an embodiment said means for producing the
bookmarked data file includes means for gaining infor-
mation identifying said inspection data file of interest or
part thereof from said medical imaging diagnosing sys-
tem or medical measuring instrument.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0030]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a LAN configuration
including a system for assisting creation of electronic
reports according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
Figure 2 is a structural diagram of a system for as-
sisting creation of electronic reports according to an
embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 3 is a structural diagram of the bookmarked
data file-generating portion of FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is a structural diagram of the electronic report

data file-generating portion of FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a table of the corre-
spondences between inspection purposes and tem-
plates managed by the inspection-managing portion
of FIG. 2.
FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an example of inspection
report template kept in storage in the report template
database of FIG. 2.
FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an example of device
report template kept in storage in the report template
database of FIG. 2.
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing an example of device
report template for editing, the template being kept
in storage in the report template database of FIG. 2.
FIG. 9 is a diagram showing an example of drug re-
port template kept in storage in the report template
database of FIG. 2.
FIG. 10 is a diagram showing one example of diag-
nostic procedure template kept in storage in the de-
vice set/drug set/diagnostic procedure database of
FIG. 2.
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating output matter deliv-
ered by an electronic report creation-assisting sys-
tem according to the present embodiment at stages
of before inspection, during inspection, and after in-
spection.
FIG. 12 is a diagram showing an example of chance
of producing a bookmarked data file during inspec-
tion in the present embodiment.
FIG. 13A is a diagram showing the data structure of
a bookmarked data file for scene, the data file being
created by the bookmarked data file-creating portion
of FIG. 3.
FIG. 13B is a diagram showing the data structure of
a bookmarked data file for image, the data file being
created by the bookmarked data file-creating portion
of FIG. 3.
FIG. 13C is a diagram showing the data structure of
a bookmarked data file for device, the data file being
created by the bookmarked data file-creating portion
of FIG. 3.
FIG. 13D is a diagram showing the data structure of
a bookmarked data file for drug, the data file being
created by the bookmarked data file-creating portion
of FIG. 3.
FIG. 13E is a diagram showing the data structure of
a bookmarked data file for measurement, the data
file being created by the bookmarked data file-cre-
ating portion of FIG. 3.
FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of pro-
ducing a bookmarked data file by means of the book-
marked data file-generating portion of FIG. 2.
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a speech recognition
tool used by the speech recognition portion of FIG. 3.
FIG. 16 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of pro-
ducing an electronic report data file by means of the
electronic report data file-generating portion of FIG.
2.
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FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an unedited inspec-
tion report in the present embodiment.
FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating an unedited device
report in the present embodiment.
FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating an unedited drug
report in the present embodiment.
FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating an unedited execu-
tion recording report in the present embodiment.
FIG. 21 is a diagram illustrating an inspection report
for editing in the present embodiment.
FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating a device report for
editing in the present embodiment.
FIG. 23 is a diagram illustrating an edited device re-
port in the present embodiment.
FIG. 24 is a diagram illustrating an edited drug report
in the present embodiment.
FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating an edited execution
recording report in the present embodiment.
FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating a sorted execution
recording report in the present embodiment.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0031] The present invention is hereinafter described
in detail using the preferred embodiments with reference
to the drawings.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 1, a system 7 for assisting
creation of an electronic report according to the present
embodiment constitutes a LAN system or WAN system
together with a LAN network 1 (or WAN network), a car-
diovascular X-ray diagnostic system 2, an X-ray comput-
ed tomography system (X-ray CT scanner) 3, an inside
pressure-measuring instrument 5, an electrocardiograph
6, a medical picture archiving and communications sys-
tem (PACS) 4, an electronic report-drawing device or ap-
paratus 8 such as a medical workstation, an HIS (hospital
information system) (not shown), and a radiological de-
partment information management system (not shown).
[0033] In FIG. 1, the cardiovascular X-ray diagnostic
system 2 and x-ray CT scanner 3 are shown as examples
of medical imaging systems. However, medical imaging
systems are not limited to them. They may also be mag-
netic resonance imager (MRI), ultrasonic diagnostic sys-
tem, or nuclear medical diagnostic system (gamma cam-
era, SPECT, or PET). The inside pressure-measuring
instrument 5 and electrocardiograph 6 are shown as ex-
amples of physiological phenomenon-measuring instru-
ments. The physiological phenomenon-measuring in-
struments are not restricted to them. They may also be
electroencephalograph, phonocardiograph, electromyo-
graph, respirometer, sphygmomanometer, blood flow
meter, clinical thermometer, and other instruments for
measuring various physiological phenomena (vital
signs). These medical imaging diagnostic instruments
and physiological phenomenon-measuring instruments
are collectively defined as the inspection equipment. In-
spection data is data regarding images and waveforms
produced by the inspection equipment. A sequence of

frames produced successively from start to end of a scan
or measurement is treated as one file.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 2, the system 7 for assisting
creation of an electronic report is connected with the LAN
network 1 via a LAN interface 9. A database 11 for report
templates, a database 12 for device set/drug set/inspec-
tion procedure, a database 13 for bookmarked data files,
and a database 14 for electronic report data files are con-
nected via a data control bus 21 with a CPU 10 acting
as a controlling and arithmetic center in the electronic
report creation-assisting system 7. In practice, these da-
tabases 11-14 are made of one or more storage units.
[0035] Furthermore, a display unit 15, a console 16,
an inspection management portion 17, a device list/drug
list-generating portion 18, a bookmarked data file-gen-
erating portion 19, and an electronic report data file-gen-
erating portion 20 are connected with the CPU 10 via the
data control bus 21. In practice, inspection management,
generation of device list/drug list, generation of a book-
marked data file, and generation of an electronic report
data file are offered by a computer operated by program
codes. The inspection management portion 17, device
list/drug list-generating portion 18, bookmarked data file-
generating portion 19, and electronic report data file-gen-
erating portion 20 are offered as subsets of the program
codes.
[0036] As shown in FIG. 3, the bookmarked data file-
generating portion 19 is fitted with a microphone 22, a
barcode reader 24, a tenkey 25, and a switch 31 as man-
machine interfaces for entering information necessary to
create bookmarked data files. The bookmarked data file-
generating portion 19 is fitted with a trigger signal judg-
ment portion 26, an inspection data-identifying informa-
tion-gaining portion 28, a bookmarked data file-creating
portion 29, and a bookmarked data file-writing portion 30.
[0037] As shown in FIG. 4, the electronic report data
file-generating portion 20 is made up of an inspection list-
gaining portion 32, a report template-gaining portion 33,
a bookmarked data file-gaining portion 34, an inspection
data file-gaining portion 35, an electronic report-creating
portion 36, a report-editing portion 3, a reference file-
generating portion 38, a report viewer 39, and a keyboard
40.
[0038] FIG. 5 shows a table of correspondences be-
tween inspection purposes and templates managed by
the inspection management portion 17. In the inspection
management table, identification codes of the inspection
equipment, path to each report template data file, path
to each device set data file, path to each drug set data
file, and path to each inspection procedure data file are
correlated to each of plural inspection purposes such as
inspection for angina pectoris (CAG1).
[0039] This inspection management table is construct-
ed appropriately. That is, the inspection equipment, re-
port templates, device sets, drug sets, and diagnostic
procedures are appropriately combined according to the
inspection purpose. Using the inspection management
table, one or more inspection devices used for inspec-
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tions necessary to achieve the inspection purpose can
be identified from the inspection purpose. An access is
made to the database 12 according to paths identified
from the inspection purpose. Thus, a device data file de-
scribing information about devices such as catheters
used in the inspection that are necessary to achieve the
inspection purpose, a drug data file describing informa-
tion about drugs used in this inspection, and an inspection
procedure data file describing the procedure of the in-
spection can be gained.
[0040] FIG. 6 shows an example of template of an in-
spection report. The inspection report contains patient
information, inspection information, image information,
and findings information. The format of this inspection
report is set by the inspection report template data file.
That is, layout information defining character fonts, char-
acter sizes, page format, frame lines, positions into which
the character information in the aforementioned patient
information, inspection information, and findings informa-
tion are inserted, positions to which images are attached,
their ranges, and the number is contained in the inspec-
tion report template.
[0041] FIGS. 7, 8, and 9 show examples of device re-
port template, device report template for editing, and drug
report template, respectively.
[0042] Similarly to the inspection report templates, the
report templates contain layout information defining char-
acter fonts, character sizes, page format, frame lines,
positions at which the aforementioned patient informa-
tion, inspection information, and information about de-
vices and drugs are attached, and the number of them.
[0043] The user side can customize the above-de-
scribed correspondence table and various report tables
at will.
[0044] The operation of the present embodiment is
next described together with the whole flow of the inspec-
tion. The inspection starts by being triggered by an in-
spection request issued by the doctor in charge of the
patient. This inspection request contains the inspection
purpose, as well as the patient information.
[0045] If the inspection request is entered via the con-
sole 16, together with the patient information and inspec-
tion purpose, an identification number (inspection UID)
of this inspection is issued by the inspection management
portion 17. The device list/drug list-generating portion 18
gains a device data file, a drug data file, and an inspection
procedure data file shown in FIG. 10 from the database
12 according to device data file path data and drug data
file path data correlated to the inspection purpose on the
correspondence table.
[0046] And, the device list/drug list-generating portion
18 creates a device list and a drug list illustrated in FIG.
11, based on the gained device data file and drug data
file. The device list and drug list are displayed on the
display unit 15 and printed out. The staff such as nurses
refers to the lists. Thus, devices and drugs necessary for
the inspection are efficiently prepared without omission.
Furthermore, an inspection schedule table is created by

the generating portion 18 based on the inspection pro-
cedure data file. The inspection schedule table permits
the doctor in charge of the inspection to check the in-
spection schedule.
[0047] Then, the inspection is carried out in practice.
During the inspection, a table of inspection steps is cre-
ated by the inspection management portion 17 based on
the inspection procedure data file shown in FIG. 10 and
displayed on the display unit 15 or on other display unit
installed in the examination room.
[0048] Usually, an inspection is divided into plural
scenes according to difference in inspection category.
Furthermore, each scene is divided into plural subscenes
according to difference in working category. For example,
as shown in FIG. 12, in a right CAG (coronary angiogra-
phy) inspection scene, the scan (angiographic) subscene
is repeated normally while inserting a catheter. In each
scan subscene, images are taken in succession. Each
period is referred to as a scan time. Usually, immediately
after each scan subscene, contrast medium is injected.
The names of these scenes and the names of the sub-
scenes are arranged in their order, and are displayed as
a step table together with devices, names of drugs, and
planned amounts used in the subscenes.
[0049] The inspection management portion 17 causes
the present scene and subscene to be displayed inverted
as the inspection progresses. As described later, when
the scene and subscene are switched, a trigger signal
for urging generation of a bookmarked data file for each
type of scene is produced. In synchronism with the trigger
signal for each type of scene, the scene and subscene
to be displayed inverted can be switched.
[0050] The operation for producing bookmarked data
files is next described by referring to FIG. 12. In the
present embodiment, five types for scene, device, drug,
image, and measurement, respectively, are prepared as
bookmarked data files. The doctor in charge of the in-
spection and nurses can produce these bookmarked da-
ta files at arbitrary times. Typically, the bookmarked data
file for scene is produced at the start of the scene. The
bookmarked data file for drugs is produced when drugs
and contrast medium are administered. The bookmarked
data file for devices is produced when a device such as
a catheter is used. The bookmarked data file for image
is produced when an image of interest is displayed. The
bookmarked data file for measurement is produced when
a peculiar physiological waveform appears.
[0051] FIG. 13A shows the data structure of the book-
marked data files for scenes. FIG. 13B shows the data
structure of the bookmarked data files for images. FIG.
13C shows the data structure of the bookmarked data
files for devices. FIG. 13D shows the data structure of
the bookmarked data files for drugs. FIG. 13E shows the
data structure of the bookmarked data files for measure-
ment. Items common to every type are inspection UID,
date/time at which instructions given from the doctor in
charge of the inspection or nurses to create bookmarked
data files are entered, and types. Furthermore, there are
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individual items. That is, bookmarked data files for
scenes contain scene names. Bookmarked data files for
images contain scan numbers and frame number or num-
bers. Bookmarked data files for devices contain device
names and their amounts of use. Bookmarked data files
for drugs contain drug names and their amounts of use.
Bookmarked data files for measurement contain scan
numbers and frame number or numbers.
[0052] FIG. 14 shows a procedure for producing a
bookmarked data file by the bookmarked data file-gen-
erating portion 19. The switch (S/W) 31, the microphone
22, the barcode reader 24, and the tenkey 25 are set as
the input means for the bookmarked data files as shown
in FIG. 15. One or any combination of these input means
is used to enter information necessary to create book-
marked data files shown in FIGS. 13A-13E except for the
date/time.
[0053] A type can be entered via the switch 31. Scan
number, frame number, and amount can be entered via
the tenkey 25. Device name and drug name can be en-
tered via the barcode reader 24. All of these kinds of
information can also be entered with the microphone 22
alone.
[0054] As shown in FIG. 14, if any signal is entered
from these input means (S1), the signal is taken into the
trigger signal judgment portion 26. Where the micro-
phone 22 picks up speech (S2), the speech signal is con-
verted into a text string by the speech recognition portion
23 (S3), and the text string data is supplied into the trigger
signal judgment portion 26. The trigger signal judgment
portion 26 makes a decision as to whether the input signal
is an instruction for production of a bookmarked data file
(S4). Where it is an instruction for producing a book-
marked data file, a trigger signal for producing a book-
marked data file is produced to the Bookmarked data file-
creating portion 29. This decision is made depending on
whether the signal entered via the input means is coin-
cident with the predetermined signal input rule.
[0055] As this signal input rule, "type" is first entered
for every type. Subsequently to this entry of "type", "scene
name" and so on are entered in the order shown in FIGS.
13A-13E. For example, it is previously determined that
a type and the following contents are entered in the cor-
responding order such as "scene, RV", "image, scan 2,
frame 31", "image, scan 3, frames 31 to 56", "drug, nitro,
10 ml", "device, Bigtail, French (4)", and "measure, scan
1, frame 12".
[0056] Accordingly, when a signal corresponding to
any of the five types "scene", "image", "device", "drug",
and "measure" is entered, its inputting can be judged to
be a signal for instructing production of a bookmarked
data file.
[0057] This signal input rule also contributes to im-
provement of the accuracy of speech recognition.
Speech recognition tools are shown in FIG. 15. When
any type signal of five types "scene", "image", "device",
"drug", and "measure" is entered, candidates for the fol-
lowing input signal are displayed. For example, after

"scene" is entered, "RV", "coronary artery", "LV", etc. are
prepared as candidates for the scene name. Further-
more, after "drug" is entered, "nitro", "Heparin", etc. are
prepared as candidates for the drug name. After "device"
is entered, "Bigtail", "Swan-Ganz", etc. are prepared as
candidates for the device name. The speech recognition
error rates can be reduced by subjecting the results of
speech recognition of these candidates to pattern match-
ing.
[0058] Returning to FIG. 14, the bookmarked data file-
creating portion 29 receiving the trigger signal makes a
decision as to whether the input signal contains a special
command (S5). This special command is prepared to fa-
cilitate entering "scan number" and "frame number" that
are necessary for bookmarked data files for images and
measurements. Usually, "scan number" and "frame
number" are entered subsequently to inputting of "image"
or "measure". A special command is entered instead of
"scan number" and "frame number" subsequently to in-
putting of "image" or "measure".
[0059] "Now", "this image", "after n seconds", "next
heartbeat", etc. are prepared as examples of the special
command. The bookmarked data file-creating portion 29
analyzes the input special command by referring to the
table of special commands (S6), and supplies control da-
ta corresponding to the input special command to the
inspection data-identifying information-gaining portion
28. The control data contains time data, for example,
corresponding to the contents of the special command.
To obtain inspection data-identifying information (scan
number and/or frame number) corresponding to the time
data, an access is made to the cardiovascular X-ray di-
agnostic system 2, inside pressure-measuring instru-
ment 5, or the like, using the time data as a key (S7).
Data about the obtained scan number and frame number
is sent to the bookmarked data file-creating portion 29.
[0060] Then, the bookmarked information entered as
described so far is converted into codes by the book-
marked data file-creating portion 29. In the bookmarked
data file-creating portion 29, the type of the bookmarked
data file is judged (S8). The type is converted into a code
from the code table (S9). For example, if the type is a
scene as shown in FIG. 15, a numeral in a range from
ten to nineteen is assigned to the code. Similarly, a nu-
meral in a range from twenty to twenty nine is assigned
to an image. A numeral in a range from thirty to thirty nine
is assigned to a drug. A numeral in a range from forty to
forty nine is assigned to a device. A numeral in a range
from fifty to fifty nine is assigned to a measurement
(measure).
[0061] A number corresponding to a scene name, drug
name, or device name is assigned to the least significant
number of the code number. For example, "1" is assigned
to RV, "3" is assigned to LV, "1" is assigned to nitro, and
"2" is assigned to Swan-Ganz.
[0062] In a bookmarked data file, the type and the
name of a scene or the like are expressed by two digits
of numbers in this way.
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[0063] Numeric data such as scan number, frame
number, and amount are arranged subsequent to codes
expressing the two digits of numbers that represent the
type, the name of a scene, or the like. In this way, a
bookmarked data file is created (S10). This created book-
marked data file is stored in the bookmarked data file
database 13 via the bookmarked data file-writing portion
30 (S11).
[0064] The procedure for generating bookmarks from
S1 to S11 as described so far is repeated up to the end
of the inspection (S12). A plurality of bookmarked data
files are produced and kept in storage.
[0065] Then, the processing for creating an electronic
report after the end of the inspection is described. The
procedure for processing for creating the report is illus-
trated in FIG. 16. First, if patient information such as pa-
tient name and patient ID is entered via the keyboard 40
and so on (S101), the inspection list-gaining portion 32
routes the patient information to the inspection manage-
ment portion 17. The inspection management portion 17
lists up information about one or more inspections of the
patient conducted in the past. Also, the respective in-
spection UIDs and information discriminating whether a
report has been created or not are sent back to the in-
spection list-gaining portion 32. In response to them, the
information about one or more inspections of the patient
conducted in the past is displayed on the display unit 15,
together with the respective inspection UIDs and the in-
formation discriminating whether a report has been cre-
ated or not. An inspection about which a report should
be created at this time is selectively specified from within
the list. Thus, an inspection UID about which the report
should be created is specified (S102).
[0066] Then, the report template-gaining portion 33
sends a reply to a report template data file corresponding
to the inspection to the inspection management portion
17, together with the identified inspection UID. The in-
spection management portion 17 refers to the inspection
management table and sends back a report template da-
ta file corresponding to the inspection UID (S103). In-
spection report templates for images, inspection report
templates for measurements, report templates for devic-
es, report templates for drugs, and report templates for
recordings of execution are set in the report template
data file. This report template data file is once placed into
a working storage (not shown).
[0067] The bookmarked data file-gaining portion 34
gains access to the bookmarked data file DB 13, using
the identified inspection UID as a search key, and gains
all bookmarked data files associated with the inspection
UID (S104). These bookmarked data files are once
placed into a working storage (not shown).
[0068] Then, the inspection data file-gaining portion 35
selects files of image and scene types from the gained
plural bookmarked data files, and extracts scan numbers
and frame numbers from within the bookmarked data
files. The gaining portion 35 requests the image database
of the cardiovascular X-ray diagnostic system 2, the im-

age database of the X-ray CT 3, or PACS 4 for plural
inspection data files identified from the extracted scan
numbers and frame numbers or parts thereof and gain
them (S105). These inspection data files or data about
some of them are once placed into a working storage
(not shown).
[0069] The gained inspection data is attached onto a
report form according to the layout information in the in-
spection report template by the electronic report-creating
portion 36. In addition, texts of patient information and
inspection information are written into the report form
(S106). FIG. 17 shows an example of inspection report
for image. If there are plural bookmarked images, they
are attached in turn into image attachment regions of
inspection report templates for images according to the
time. If there are plural bookmarked inside pressure
waveform images, they are similarly attached in turn to
the attachment regions of inspection report templates for
measurements.
[0070] The electronic report-creating portion 36 ex-
tracts a bookmarked data file for devices and a book-
marked data file for drugs from all the bookmarked data
files based on type data, arrays the extracted device
names, drug names, and amounts according to the time,
and writes texts of patient information and inspection in-
formation. Thus, as shown in FIGS. 18 and 19, a report
for devices and a report for drugs are created.
[0071] Furthermore, the electronic report-creating por-
tion 36 arrays types, device names, drug names, and
amounts according to the time for all the bookmarked
data files. In addition, the creating portion writes texts
such as of the patient information, inspection information,
inspection names, and names of used inspection instru-
ments, thus creating an execution-recording report as
shown in FIG. 20.
[0072] These reports are original reports that are not
yet finally edited. After making edits as described later,
final reports are completed.
[0073] These original reports are displayed (S107). At
this time, the original reports are converted into a file
having high generality such as in HTML format. Further-
more, inspection data such as images and measurement
waveforms is subjected to processing such as size re-
duction, compression, and file format conversion in the
reference file-generating portion 38, and is converted into
reference files. A report creator views the displayed re-
ports and, if necessary, edits the reports under support
of the editing functions of the report-editing portion 37
(S108 and S109).
[0074] The main work of editing of the inspection re-
ports is addition of findings. The report-editing portion 37
first displays default findings for negative findings as
shown in FIG. 17. The default findings are created by
connecting a clause such as "No abnormality has been
found" to the scene name of the bookmarked data file for
scene. The report creator appropriately modifies the de-
fault findings and adds a sentence. Positive findings are
also prepared as the default findings. A switch is made
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from the default findings for negative findings to the de-
fault findings for positive findings shown in FIG. 21 in
response to clicking of "change to positive findings" but-
ton. Such default findings contribute to improvement of
the efficiency of the work for entering findings.
[0075] FIG. 22 shows an example of the editing screen
of the device report. It is highly likely that a planned device
is changed to a different kind of device by the judgment
of the doctor in charge of the inspection or an unplanned
device is used. Device names and the number taken from
the device-specific, bookmarked data file are automati-
cally entered into the original report. These are actually
used devices and the planned number of used ones. The
device report contains an entry column into which names
of planned devices and the planned number are entered.
The report creator enters the names of the planned de-
vices and the number of them. Of course, these names
of planned devices and the number of them can be ex-
tracted from the device set data file used when a device
list was produced before inspection. Therefore, the edit-
ing portion 37 can automatically insert the planned de-
vices and planned number in turn.
[0076] Candidates for plural reasons why devices or
number different from the planned ones are used are
displayed on the editing screen. If some row is selected,
that row is displayed inverted. If any one of the candidates
for the reasons of change (unsuitable size, addition of a
coil, and indwelling failure or the like) is checked, the
reason of change for the row is automatically is entered.
An example of device report after an edit is shown in FIG.
23. A drug report is edited similarly. As shown in FIG. 24,
planned drugs and planned amounts are automatically
entered from the drug set data file. Also, with respect to
the reason of change, it is automatically entered by a
simple work consisting of making a choice out of candi-
dates.
[0077] These device type change, amount change,
and reason of change are reflected in the report of re-
cording of execution as shown in FIG. 25. In the report
of recording of execution, sorting can be done according
to type as shown in FIG. 26.
[0078] After the end of the edit, a report UID for iden-
tifying the report data file is issued by the electronic re-
port-creating portion 36 (S110). The report data file is
converted into a file in HTML format. The reference file-
generating portion 38 creates a reference file (S111). To
check the report finally, the report data file in HTML format
is decompressed and displayed by the browsing func-
tions of the report viewer 39. When the bookmarked data
file contains frame numbers, "Replay" button is displayed
under the attachment region. Images or measurement
waveforms are reproduced as moving pictures by clicking
the button. Various buttons (not shown) for playback of
some intervals, stoppage, and frame stepping are dis-
played together with the "Replay" button.
[0079] After the check, if an instruction for saving is
given, the report data file is stored in the electronic report
data file database 14 together with the reference file

(S112).
[0080] As described so far, the present embodiment
achieves great decrease in the labor for creating reports.

Industrial Applicability

[0081] As described so far, the present invention is
adapted to improve the creation of electronic reports.

Claims

1. A system for assisting creation of an electronic re-
port, the system being designed to assist creation of
an electronic report data file about at least one in-
spection data file of interest or a part thereof, the
inspection data file being contained in a plurality of
inspection data files produced by an inspection using
a medical imaging diagnosing system or medical
measuring instrument, said system comprising:

report template selection means for selecting a
certain report template data file complying with
an inspection purpose from a plurality of report
template data files containing layout information
of said inspection data file;
an input section for inputting type information
representing types of the inspection data files;
bookmarked data file creation means for pro-
ducing at least one bookmarked data file during
the inspection, said at least one bookmarked da-
ta file including: inspection ID information for
identifying the inspection; a date and time when
creation of the bookmarked data file is designat-
ed; the type information entered from the input
section; and information representing names of
said drugs or devices used for the inspection;
inspection data file-accepting means for selec-
tively taking in the inspection data file corre-
sponding to each piece of information of the
bookmarked data file or part of the inspection
data file from said inspection data files;
electronic report data file-generating means for
generating said electronic report data file by ex-
ecuting layout processing of the taken-in inspec-
tion data file or part thereof, based on the layout
information included in said certain report tem-
plate data file; and
means for outputting or storing said generated
electronic report data file.

2. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1, wherein said electronic report
data file is an HTML file or a file in a similar format.

3. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1, wherein said bookmarked data
file-generating means comprises a microphone con-
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figured to convert speech uttered in accordance with
given rules into a speech signal, a speech recogni-
tion section configured to convert said speech signal
into text string data, and a bookmarked data fife-
creafing section configured to create said book-
marked data file based on said text string data.

4. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1. wherein said bookmarked data
file includes a type of said inspection data file of in-
terest and frame numbers of images.

5. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 4, wherein said bookmarked data
file-generating means includes means for gaining
data about said frame numbers of images from said
medical imaging diagnosing system or medical
measuring instrument.

6. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1, wherein said bookmarked data
file contains information identifying said inspection
data file of interest, an identification code for said
inspection, a date and time when said bookmarked
data file is produced, and a type of said inspection
data file of interest.

7. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1, wherein said report template
data file contains text files about said inspection and
a patient undergoing said inspection and layout in-
formation about the text files, together with the layout
information in said inspection data file.

8. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1, wherein said electronic report
data file-generating means includes data-process-
ing means for converting the electronic report data
file into an HTML file, thereby generating a reference
file.

9. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 1, wherein said electronic report
data file-generating means includes editing means
for editing said electronic report data file.

10. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 9, wherein the bookmarked data
files are type-specific bookmarked data files about
drugs or devices and include data about names of
said drugs or devices, a date and time of use, and
amounts of use.

11. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 10, wherein said electronic report
data file-generating means produces report data
files of use history of said drugs or devices based on
said type-specific bookmarked data fifes about drugs

or devices,

12. A system for assisting creation of an electronic report
as set forth in claim 10, further comprising a barcode
reader for reading barcodes printed on said drugs or
devices.

13. A program for assisting creation of an electronic re-
port by operating a computer to assist creation of an
electronic report data file about at least one inspec-
tion data file of interest or a part thereof, the inspec-
tion data file being contained in a plurality of inspec-
tion data files produced by an inspection using a
medical imaging diagnosing system or medical
measuring instrument such that the computer acts
as:

means for selecting a certain report template da-
ta file complying with an inspection purpose from
a plurality of report template data files containing
layout information in said inspection data file;
an input section for inputting type information
representing types of the inspection data files;
bookmarked data file creation means for pro-
ducing at least one bookmarked data file during
the inspection, said at least one bookmarked da-
ta file including: inspection ID information for
identifying the inspection; a date and time when
creation of the bookmarked data file is designat-
ed; the type information entered from the input
section; and information representing names of
the drums or devices used for the inspection;
means for selectively taking in the inspection da-
ta file corresponding to each piece of information
of the bookmarked data file, or part thereof, from
the inspection data files;
electronic report data file-generating means for
generating said electronic report data file by ex-
ecuting layout processing of the taken-in inspec-
tion data file or part thereof, based on the layout
information included in said certain report tem-
plate data file; and
means for outputting or storing said generated
electronic report data file.

14. A program as set forth in claim 13, wherein said
means for producing the bookmarked data file in-
cludes means for converting a speech signal entered
via a microphone into text string data and means for
creating said bookmarked data file based on said
text string data.

15. A program as set forth in claim 13, wherein said
means for producing the bookmarked data file in-
cludes means for gaining information identifying said
inspection data file of interest or part thereof from
said medical imaging diagnosing system or medical
measuring instrument.
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